4th Grade ELA Inclement Weather Work
(please choose 1 activity to complete each day of inclement weather)
Make a 10 question quiz about Make a fort with blankets and
Go on a scavenger hunt by
a book you read recently or a pillows and curl up with a book!
looking/listening inside or
movie. Your questions should This can be a printed or digital outside for prepositions and
ask about the characters,
book ( EPIC). Read for at least make a list of at least 10. Then
setting, events, and theme.
30 minutes.
use them in a sentence.
Make sure to include an answer
Example: on
key. This could be handwritten Title of Book:
My brother is sitting on his bed.
or typed in a Google Doc or
Example: around
Slides. If you have access, you
My dog ran around me.
can also make a Kahoot.
Parent Initials:
Opinion Writing
Informational Writing
Think of a topic you are
Think of a topic you have
interested in or have strong
learned about or know a lot
feelings about. Write an opinion about. Write an informational
essay. Be sure to include an
essay on this topic. Include
introduction, 3 reasons with
subtopics in your essay.
evidence, and a conclusion.
Example: If you are writing
about dogs, make sure to
*This could be hand written in
include subtopics such as
typed in a Google Doc.
different breeds, taking care of
dogs, training, etc.

Narrative Writing
You can write a personal
narrative about a time in your
life or create a fictional story.
Be sure to include dialogue
(when a character is speaking).
*This could be hand written in
typed in a Google Doc.

*This could be hand written in
typed in a Google Doc.
Write a poem.
This could be an acrostic, free
verse, or any kind of poem. Try
to include figurative language,
such as similes, metaphors,
alliteration.

Create a conversation between
Prepare for a Debate
2 of your favorite characters.
Choose one of the topics
They do not have to be from
below. Then choose your
the same book. Make sure you position and 2 reasons with
use dialogue to write the
evidence. Practice debating by
conversation. Each character speaking this aloud. You can
should “speak” at least four speak to a parent, sibling, pet,
*This could be handwritten or
times.
or stuffed animal. You could
typed in a Google Doc.
also record yourself if possible.
*This could be handwritten or Choice 1: Should students have
typed in a Google Doc.
homework?
Choice 2: Does technology help
our hurt friendships?

4th Grade MATH Inclement Weather Work
(please choose 1 activity to complete each day of inclement weather)

Look outside your
window or door
and draw what
you see!
List at least 5
shapes and name
their angles.

Write a weather
Practice your
themed story problem multiplication facts in
for each of the
a fun way.
following operations:
(shaving cream,
-addition
-subtraction
-multiplication
-division

Spend some time outside. Spend 20 minutes on any of the
following websites:
Write down the time you
went outside and the time
-abc math
you came in and find the
-splash math
elapsed time.
_________ time out
_________ time in
__________ elapsed time

-mulitiplication.com
-XTRA math
-Khan Academy mappers
-freckle math

sugar, flour, snow,
etc.)

______ Parent Initial

Make a bar graph
using the
temperatures
throughout the
day.

______ Parent Initial

Create a set of
Create your own Multiplication Poster
Create a poster for a flashcards with facts that
math board
you may have trouble
younger student
game using what teaching them how to with. These can be any
operation:
you have learned multiply a 2- digit
number by a 2 digit
in 4th grade.
-addition
number. List all the

steps and include an
example.

-subtraction
-multiplication
-division

